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Biden
Urges
Delaying
Vote in
House
President wants
infrastructure measure
considered only after a
deal on social-policy bill

homa-based co-founder and
CEO of Simple Modern, which
makes products such as insu-
lated water bottles and back-
packs, “As we started to com-
prehend the ramifications of
what’s happening, we realized
that this is potentially bigger
than anything we’ve seen in our
business careers.”

Last week, one of Mr. Beck-
ham’s main suppliers, based in
Quzhou city in eastern China,
was told by the local govern-
ment that it could only operate
four days a week, instead of six.
It also must adhere to a power-
usage cap, which cuts the fac-
tory’s capacity by about a third.

Mr. Beckham anticipates U.S.
retail prices for many products

PleaseturntopageA8

China’s Power Crunch
Ripples Around World

HONG KONG—China is strug-
gling with widespread power
shortfalls, dealing a blow to the
recovery of the second-largest
economy and risking disruption
to global supply chains and

heightened inflationary pres-
sure around the world.

The power crunch, on a scale
unseen in more than a decade,
highlights how Beijing’s chang-
ing policy priorities, including
its effort to limit emissions, can
ripple through a global econ-
omy reshaped by the pandemic.

“There’ll be a cascading ef-
fect,” said Mike Beckham, Okla-

By Stella Yifan Xie,
Sha Hua

and Chuin-Wei Yap

China Celebrates 72nd Anniversary of the People’s Republic
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SHOWING THE FLAG: Festivities at an aerospace achievement exhibition in Wuhan were among the celebrations across China
on Friday for the country’s National Day holiday. Beijing marked the occasion by sending fighter jets toward Taiwan. A8

Seventh in a series

Pandemic’s Peloton Obsession
Turns to Peloton Fatigue

i i i

Even die-hard riders are idling their

web-linked bikes for fun outdoors

Meghan Rabbitt’s Peloton
bike sits unused for weeks at a
time at her home office in
Boulder, Colo. In
the worst of the
pandemic, she
rode every day.

“The workouts
were such a mood
boost,” she said.
Since getting vac-
cinated in spring,
her indoor rides
fell to once a week,
then it was every three weeks.

“I hit the Peloton so hard
during the pandemic that I

craved variety,” Ms. Rabbitt
said. The 42-year-old multime-
dia freelancer prefers hiking
up the nearby Mount Sanitas
Trail and being back at the

gym.
“I glance at it

and think, ‘That
was an expensive
machine that I
should probably
use,’ ” Ms. Rabbitt
said. The web-con-
nected exercise
bikes from Peloton
Interactive Inc.

start at $1,495 with the option
to pay $39 a month for live-
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BY JEN MURPHY

Stuck at home.

Google is abandoning plans
to pitch bank accounts to its
users, marking a retreat from
an effort to make the tech gi-
ant a bigger name in finance.

The Alphabet Inc. unit an-
nounced almost two years ago
that users of its Google Pay
digital wallet would be able to
sign up for enhanced checking
accounts and debit cards at a
handful of financial institu-
tions large and small, includ-
ing Citigroup Inc. and Stanford
Federal Credit Union.

The new offerings, called

By Peter Rudegeair,
David Benoit

and Andrew Ackerman

EXCHANGE

GAME ON
How Apple quietly
became one of

the world’s biggest
videogame companies.

B1

A10

Is Sheryl Sandberg’s
Power Shrinking? Ten Years

Of Facebook Data
Offers Clues

antiviral for Covid-19. Within
five days of showing symp-
toms, people would take eight
pills daily for five days, if they
followed the same protocol
used in the study.

Molnupiravir would become
a kind of Tamiflu for Covid-19,

PleaseturntopageA6

authorized by the end of the
year and to finally provide an
option for doctors who have
spent the pandemic seeking a
drug that infected people
could easily take at home to
prevent them from becoming
hospitalized.

Merck plans to ask the FDA
to authorize the drug’s use in
the coming weeks, Chief Exec-
utive Rob Davis said.

If cleared by regulators, the
drug would be the first oral

The pill cut the risk of hos-
pitalization or death in study
subjects with mild to moder-
ate Covid-19 by about 50%, the
companies said Friday.

The drug, called molnupira-
vir, was performing so well in
its late-stage trial that Merck
and Ridgeback said they
stopped enrolling subjects af-
ter discussions with the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration.

The results put molnupira-
vir on track potentially to be

Merck & Co. and its partner
Ridgeback Biotherapeutics LP
said their experimental
Covid-19 pill helped prevent
high-risk people early in the
course of the disease in a piv-
otal study from becoming seri-
ously ill and dying, a big step
toward providing the pan-
demic’s first easy-to-use, at-
home treatment.

BY JARED S. HOPKINS
AND BETSY MCKAY

Merck Covid-19 Pill Cuts Risks
Of Hospitalizations and Death

WASHINGTON—President
Biden called on House Demo-
crats to hold off on voting on a
roughly $1 trillion infrastruc-
ture bill until after they reach
agreement on a separate so-
cial-policy and climate mea-
sure, moving to again delay fi-
nal passage of a central piece
of his agenda in a bid to unify

restive Democrats.
But even as he endorsed

progressives’ push to hold up a
vote on the infrastructure bill,
he acknowledged in a closed-
door meeting with House Dem-
ocrats Friday that the price tag
of the social policy and climate
measure would need to drop
substantially below $3.5 tril-
lion to closer to roughly
$2 trillion, according to law-
makers and aides.

The infrastructure bill “ain’t
going to happen until we reach
an agreement on the next
piece of legislation,” Mr. Biden
told House Democrats, accord-
ing to a person familiar with
his remarks. Exiting the meet-
ing, Mr. Biden told reporters:
“It doesn’t matter whether it’s
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By Andrew Duehren,
Kristina Peterson
and LindsayWise

Plex accounts, would sync with
Google Pay, carry both Google
and bank branding and pro-
vide a digital dashboard of
where and how users spent
and saved. Plex was billed as a
new way to bank, with an em-
phasis on simplicity and finan-
cial wellness and without
monthly or overdraft fees.

The project was initially ex-
pected to debut in 2020. A se-
ries of missed deadlines, along
with the April departure of the
Google Pay executive who
championed the project,
prompted Google to pull the
plug on Plex, people familiar
with the matter said.

A Google spokeswoman said
the company would now focus

primarily on “delivering digi-
tal enablement for banks and
other financial services pro-
viders rather than us serving
as the provider of these ser-
vices.”

Google pushed into finan-
cial products alongside a num-
ber of Silicon Valley giants
looking to deepen their ties to
their legions of customers.
Amazon.com Inc. considered
offering checking accounts.
Apple Inc. released a credit
card that paired with the
iPhone. Facebook Inc. an-
nounced it would create a new
cryptocurrency that would fa-
cilitate money transfers and
commerce. Many of those ex-
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Google Drops Plan to Offer
Bank Accounts to Its Users
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 California to require Covid-19
shots for eligible students... A6
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Google is abandoning
plans to pitch bank accounts
to its users, marking a re-
treat from an effort to
make the tech giant a big-
ger name in finance. A1
 China is struggling
with widespread power
shortfalls, dealing a blow to
the recovery of the world’s
second-largest economy. A1
For the second quarter in
a row, Toyota has outsold GM
in the U.S., illustrating how
a continuing computer-chip
shortage is upending the
usual sales pecking order. B1
The Biden administration
is consideringways to impose
bank-like regulation on the
cryptocurrency companies
that issue stablecoins. B1
 Consumer spending in
the U.S. picked up in August,
a sign that the economic re-
covery is gaining steam
heading into the fall. A2
 U.S. stocks rose, with
the Dow, S&P 500 and
Nasdaq gaining 1.4%, 1.1%
and 0.8%, respectively. B11
OPEC’s secretary-general
warned of more energy
shortages unless the world
boosts investment in new
oil-and-gas development. B10
 Consumer prices in the
eurozone rose at the fast-
est pace in 13 years dur-
ing September. A7
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Biden called on House
Democrats to hold off on

voting on a roughly $1 tril-
lion infrastructure bill until
after they reach agreement
on a separate social-policy
and climate measure, mov-
ing to again delay final pas-
sage of a central piece of
his agenda in a bid to unify
restive Democrats. A1, A4
Merck and partner Ridge-
back said their experimental
Covid-19 pill helped prevent
high-risk people early in the
course of the disease in a
pivotal study from becoming
seriously ill and dying. A1
 All eligible students in
California will be required
to get vaccinated against
Covid-19, Gov. Newsom
said, marking the first such
mandate in a U.S. state. A6
 The Delta variant’s
deadly surge through the
U.S. is leveling off, another
sign that the nation’s most
recent wave has crested. A6
 The humanitarian crisis
in Ethiopia’s Tigray region
continues to escalate, with
only a fraction of needed
aid allowed to enter, the
United Nations said. A7
German Catholic bishops
and lay leaders called for
their church to bless same-
sex relationships, challeng-
ing a Vatican ban. A8
 Died: John Rigas, 96,
Adelphia founder who
went to prison for fraud. A9

World-Wide

Business&Finance

NOONAN
Will Biden’s Fall Be
Worse Than

His Summer? A13
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child under 18 (and a similar segment of people
aged 18-34) plan to do more for Halloween this
year compared with other years according to a re-
cent survey conducted for Hershey’s.

The trick to making a home effectively terrify-
ing, hard-core haunters like Leonard Pickel will
tell you, isn’t to load your lawn with a chaotic as-
sortment of props—a zombie here, a marauding
clown there—as most people do. Mr. Pickel,
whose company Hauntrepreneurs in Orlando. Fla.,
has created more than 300 haunted attractions,
recommends giving your haunt a name and devel-
oping a story line (Mr. Klock’s is called Irving’s
Nightmare, with the walk-through tent titled “The
Spider Lab”). Doing so will keep you focused on a
theme, which can help your guests/victims sus-
pend disbelief and open themselves up to fright.

Kristy Ellison and her family in Ojai, Calif.,
call their yard haunt Moreno Manor. Their inspi-
ration this year is the Netflix show “Stranger
Things.” Moreno Manor is a full multimedia pro-
duction with video projections, sound effects
and elaborate props, like the demonic Demodog
monsters from the show Ms. Ellison built her-
self. Her main advice, however, is far simpler:
Focus on the fundamentals. “Lights are probably
the number one thing you should invest in,” she
said. High-tech effects and museum-worthy
props are great, “but they’re not going to do
any good if you don’t light them up properly.”
Also crucial: “Be kind and considerate to your
neighbors. Let them know what you’re planning,
and bring them cookies.”

In Eagle Mountain, Utah, Damon Ferre’s neigh-
bors knew his plans as soon as he started work on
his display in August (beginning with a 7-foot-tall
statue of Death he built in his driveway). They’ll
go out of their way to check on his progress right
up to Halloween, when, he said, “All of my neigh-
bors are welcome to come over, warm themselves
by the fire, sit in the electric chair and chitchat.”

It’s exhausting and expensive, he says, but then
the neighborhood kids come by, delighted and ter-
rified, and he thinks, “OK, I’ll get back to work,”
and he vows next year’s will be even better.

H
ALLOWEEN IS serious business in
Sleepy Hollow, N.Y., and adjacent
Tarrytown. But nobody there em-
braces the area’s holiday heritage
with more fervor than Arthur

Klock. “Some people go pretty hard on their
houses,” said Mr. Klock, “but not to the extent
that I do. I’m definitely the crazy person in town.”

Starting in August, the veterinarian begins con-
structing the frights at his home on Irving Avenue
(named for Washington Irving, Tarrytown’s most
famous resident and the author of “The Legend of
Sleepy Hollow”). Every year, Mr. Klock erects a 14-
by-20-foot tent in his driveway to function as a
compact, but full-fledged haunted house. This
year, he’s styling the tent as the laboratory of “Re-
generwrong” (a play on the maker of an antibody
treatment used for Covid-19). In his fictional back
story, the lab’s mission was to create a real-life
Spider-Man, but, as he explains, “It’s a bad labora-
tory. Things have gone wrong.” Workers bitten by
the lab’s experimental arachnids become half-hu-
man, half-spider radioactive zombie mutants.

If you’re hoping to make your own house the
spookiest on the block, but haven’t yet dusted the
cobwebs off your cobwebs, it isn’t too late. After
last year’s muted Halloween, even those far less
ambitious than Mr. Klock are ready to get their
spook on. Two-thirds of American parents with a

BY MATTHEW KRONSBERG

YOUR OWN PRIVATE COSTA RICA
In the Covid era, more families are

reserving entire resorts D4

STAY IN THE LOOP
Mount a charm offensive with a playful
trinket necklace a la Justin Bieber D2

RECIPE FOR SUCCESS
Eggplant Parmesan, re-engineered

so it’s never soggy D6

SCREEN SAVIOR
One writer on her screened-in porch as a

godsend during the pandemic D7

Inside

OFF DUTY
A Blacker

Swan
Punk meets ballet
in one of the

season’s headier
trends D3

It’s Not a Gas
Dan Neil both
loves and recoils
from BMW’s
first all-electric
crossover D9

FASHION | FOOD | DESIGN | TRAVEL | GEAR

Turn to page D8 for 13 high-tech gadgets and pro
props to create your own haunted abode.The Axworthy Ghost Kit creates a mobile wraith.
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This Halloween, one-up your neighbors’ yard displays with these 13 high-tech ideas—from haunting trick
mirrors to motorized ‘flying’ ghosts. Plus a standout jack o’lantern

Rudimentary

Basic

Amateurish

Unscary

Puny

Primitive

Blah

The
Winner

The Ultimate
Haunted-Mansion Manual

TIME TO OUTSHINE
A custom-carved witch

pumpkin ($650, care of Brooklyn’s
Maniac Pumpkin Carvers)
delivers superior scares than

lesser jack o’lanterns.
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and like an omen from the travel
gods, it was. (We only needed four
of the villas but wanted to be as-
sured that other guests wouldn’t
book the other two). For one week
and $21,600—including all activi-
ties, meals and transfers—the en-
tire resort could be ours.

We aren’t the only ones seeking
adventure in solitude during this
pandemic. The superrich and the su-
per famous have always taken over
resorts, always at great cost. But
since Covid-19 hit and intrepid types
began traveling again, booking out
an entire hotel seemed worth the
price even for mere mortals. Rent-a-
Resort.com focuses on Europe and
offers properties that can accommo-
date up to 28 guests for as little as
2,000 euros per night. Requests for
total buyouts, from Maine to Mexico,
are inundating travel agents. “About
92-94% of our bookings are resort
buyouts,” said Jack Ezon, founder of
Embark Beyond travel agency in
New York City.

Americans Nicole and Keith
Goldstein decided to relocate from
Silicon Valley to Costa Rica seven
years ago. Soon after, they bought
a 380-acre mountain parcel over-
looking the Pacific’s Golfo Dulce
and set about constructing a
lodge. Besides the open-air main
building, it includes six wood-and-
glass bungalows (each has a king-
size bed and a full-size sofa bed)
that are far enough apart that
you’d never hear your son’s music
or walk past someone taking an
outdoor shower. Nicole and I con-
ferred over WhatsApp (no cell ser-
vice there), and she put together
an itinerary that satisfied every-
one’s desires: zip-lining, deep-sea
fishing, waterfall hiking, whale-
watching, surfing. Because it was
“Green Season” (the tourism
board’s term for rainy season), she

suggested we beat the rains, aris-
ing daily at 5:30 a.m. to coffee and
baked goods delivered to our
rooms, followed by breakfast at 7
a.m., then an activity from 8 a.m.
until about 2 p.m., when the skies
inevitably released their levees
across the rainforest. Nicole also
helped us order the right antigen
tests for our return to America.
(Tests are required to enter the
U.S., but not to enter Costa Rica,
though you do need to fill out a
health questionnaire. Unvaccinated
visitors need proof of insurance.)

Finally, Nicole suggested our two

families charter a plane from San
Jose to sidestep the tight connecting
flight. (It cost $300 more total than
nine seats on the commercial flight.)
So there we were: the Kardashians,
with our own plane, our own resort
and our own staff. Maybe we are
private jet people after all.

Our first adventure the day after
we arrived was an exceedingly long
hike requiring the fording of half a
dozen river tributaries. Our guide,
Fernando led us around snakes and
spiders and muddy paths to a natu-
ral water park. He attached a rope to
a carabiner slung from a tree, and
one by one we climbed up the rocks,
swung across a waterfall, and
dropped into the chilly rapids. Even
the jaded teens were impressed.
Back at the lodge for a lunch of
seared shrimp and fresh vegetables,
everyone was giddy, if exhausted.
After, without complaint, we all read
our books and quietly played cards.

Every day was different, if equally
exciting. We’d journey down the un-
paved switchback to the main road
in Golfito, then make our way to
whatever Nicole had planned. One
day, we zipped over the rainforest
canopy to a dozen platforms, some
150 feet high. Another morning, we
boated out to view humpback
whales and dolphins, then returned
through the eerie mangroves.

The men spent one long day out
at sea seeking tuna, bringing back a
haul so big, Chef Cesar prepared sa-
shimi and sesame-seared steaks for
dinner. I stayed behind with the

women for massages. The next day,
Daniel, a resident naturalist, joined
us on a trip to the beach town of
Pavones, where the world’s second-
longest left-hand wave breaks. He
and surfer Harley Rios ensured that
any of us who actually got on a
board caught a wave.

We had plenty of escapades at
the lodge too. Daniel pointed out a
coati, a resident sloth and an annoy-
ance of monkeys who daily plucked
their morning berries from a melas-
toma tree beside the lodge. I felt
guilty denying Daniel sometimes; he
offered nightly “Frog Walks” to spy
on animals but we were too knack-
ered most evenings.

On my son’s midweek birthday,
the staff had planned a surprise
party for lunch, which included a pi-
ñata and dancing to Flo Rida. No
guest was around to tell us to turn
down the music. Nor could they
complain about kids at the bar (not
that they drank); it was ours, and
ours alone.

Not everything was perfect. The
switchback to the resort sucked up a
bumpy 25 minutes each way. The
pool wasn’t heated, and thus mostly
unused. The Turkish towels in the
villas never dried. It rained a lot,
making the lodge floor dangerously
slippery. We probably did too many
outings. But I don’t think that’s what
any of us recall. In fact, as our pri-
vate plane pulled into the landing
strip, the six kids approached the
parents with a plea: Can we do this
again next summer?

BY HEIDI MITCHELL

Seekingadventure in solitude, two families takeover
ahotel inCostaRica foraweekofunfussy indulgence

A Jungle Lodge
Of One’s Own

IT’S THE TRAVELER’S WORST night-
mare in 2021: What happens if you test
positive for Covid-19 while you’re
abroad? With the Delta variant continu-
ing to surge, even many fully vacci-
nated travelers are asking that ques-
tion. A positive test will bar you from
your return flight to the U.S., but for
how long, and under what conditions?
That varies greatly by destination:
There’s no one-size-fits-all quarantine
plan. And, unless you bought the stan-
dard trip insurance that covers delays,
you could be on the hook for hefty hotel
bills and airfare rebooking expenses.

How to get out of Dodge
For those who’d rather not risk tacking
on a week or two in quarantine far from
home, a number of travel advisers rec-
ommend trip evacuation coverage—
membership plans that can whisk you
back home on an air ambulance. And
while most medical evacuation policies
are designed for serious emergencies
like a car accident or a heart attack, the
Covid pandemic has given rise to a
more flexible kind of policy. Newcomer
to the field, Covac Global offers cover-
age for travelers who test positive for
Covid and report at least one symptom,
but don’t require hospitalization. Mem-
bership starts at $675 per person for 15
days of coverage. According to CEO
Ross Thompson, Covac Global has evac-
uated around 60 U.S. travelers from for-
eign countries, including Croatia,
Uganda, the Bahamas and Peru. These

are not cushy private-jet jaunts, how-
ever. “These are registered air ambu-
lances, with a doctor and full medical
crew,” said Mr. Thompson. Re-entering
the U.S. requires a set of steps the CDC
oversees: Patients must, for instance,
either go directly to a hospital or to iso-
lation in accordance with their state’s
health department rules.

Medjet, which has been operating
medical evacuation flights for 30 years,
recently expanded its Covid-related as-
sistance to cover travel outside of
North America. Memberships start at
$99 a person for an eight-day trip, or
$295 for a year of travel. Those with
milder cases—even non-members—can
arrange for an air ambulance on a “fee
for service basis,” but the tab could run
well into the five figures—more than
most vacationers would want to spend.

Is it really worth the expense?
Many insurance policies that cover
“trip delays” will reimburse you for ho-
tel stays if you test positive for Covid.
The pricier evacuation plans are for
travelers who want added assurance.
“Our members seem less concerned
with travel delays, and more concerned
with not getting ‘stuck’ in a hospital
out of town,” said John Gobbels, COO of
Medjet. If that’s your biggest worry,
then an evacuation plan makes sense,
but if you are healthy—and fully vacci-
nated—travel insurance with trip delay
coverage will probably suffice.

—Barbara Peterson PE
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Getting stuck in quarantine overseas is now a major deterrent for
prospective vacationers. Is trip evacuation coverage the answer?

The Calculated Risk of Travel Insurance

M
Y FAMILY IS not
part of the pri-
vate-jet crowd.
We are not even
resort people.

And we certainly are not the take-
over-an-entire-hotel sort of snobs.
Quite the opposite, really. Last
summer, at the height of the pan-
demic, we rented an RV along with
our frequent traveling compan-
ions—my first “mommy” friend
and her brood—and pitched tents
across upstate New York. I knew
this summer, with my oldest head-
ing to college, would likely be our
last time to travel together, so we
let the two clans’ kids decide
where to venture for this final hur-
rah. It was unanimous: Costa Rica.

But how? We weren’t yet com-
fortable sleeping in hotels with
strangers. We didn’t want the hassle
of navigating treacherous roads to
reach Airbnbs. We needed six teens
to be entertained without devices, to
have freedom to do their own thing,
to hole up in an unfussy retreat
where they couldn’t get into much
trouble. Did such a place exist?

Miraculously, an email about a
new lodge appeared in my inbox
this spring, one that fulfilled all
our needs: Cielo Lodge, in Golfito,
Costa Rica. I wrote the owner and
asked if all six villas would be
available the third week of August,

Weclimbeduptherocks,
swungacrossawaterfall,
anddroppedintothe
chillyrapids.Eventhe
teenswere impressed.

MONKEY BUSINESS From left: Red-
backed squirrel monkeys frequent
the trees around Cielo Lodge; a rainy
afternoon game of Bananagrams.
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HANG UP The mountainside Cielo Lodge offers six villas, which you can book separately or as a ‘sanctuary buyout.’

ADVENTURE & TRAVEL
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